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17.10.2018: Basic questions and structures of comparative law
24.10.2018 Structures and methods of comparative law
31.10.2018: Holiday
07.11.2018: Structures (cont‘d). Methods of comparative law
14.11.2018: Methods (fin.). Legal families (overview)
21.11.2018: German legal family (deutscher Rechtskreis)
28.11.2018: French legal family
05.12.2018: Anglo-American legal family
12.12.2018: The legal systems in Northern and Eastern Europe
19.12.2018: Legal systems in Asia
09.01.2019: Religious laws, in particular Islamic law

16.01.2019: Contract law I (Vertragsrecht)
23.01.2019: Contract law II
30.01.2019: Torts law (Deliktsrecht)
06.02.2019: Property law (Sachenrecht)
13.02.2019: Civil procedure

Comparative contract(s) law
• What is a contract? (notion)
• Where are contracts regulated?
(sources, system)
• How is a contract concluded and when
is it valid?
• Which are the legal consequences of a
contract and its breach?

Steps of comparison
1) Formulate the research question
2) Find applicable legal norms or jurisprudence.
Quote exactly!
3) Common elements
4) Differences
5) Which are the underlying (possibly divergent)
value judgments?
6) Make your own evaluation
7) Consequences, e.g. proposal de lege
ferenda

Law of contract (contracts law)
in comparison

• Issues:
•
•
•
•
•

notion of contract
conclusion
content/interpretation
performance
specific contracts

• See also: conflict of laws as preliminary
issue

Notion of contract in comparison
Example:
Three students jointly undertake a
journey. They travel together in the car of
one of them and share the fuel costs.
The driver negligently causes an
accident. Is there a contractual basis for
liability?

Notion of contract in comparison
• Merriam-Webster dictionary: binding agreement (?)
between two or more persons or parties
• BusinessDictionary.com: A voluntary, deliberate,
and legally binding (?) agreement between two or
more competent parties.
• Cornell University Legal Information Institute: an
agreement creating obligations (?) enforceable by
law.
• Rechtswörterbuch.de (in German): a legal transaction (?) consisting of coinciding declarations of
intent (offer and acceptance) of at least two
persons.

Notion of contract (1):
Germany and Switzerland
German Civil Code (1900)
Book 1 General Part
Division 3 Legal transactions (sec.104 et seq.)
Title 3 Contract
Section 145 Binding effect of an offer

Swiss Code of Obligations [Obligationenrecht]
(1911)
Art. 1 (1) The conclusion of a contract requires a mutual
expression of intent by the parties. …

-- both laws do not legally define the term „contract“

Notion of contract (2): France
French Code Civil (1804/2016)
Art. 1101 A contract is an agreement of wills
between two or more persons designated to create,
modify, transfer or extinguish obligations.
Le contrat est un accord de volontés entre deux ou
plusieurs personnes destiné à créer, modifier,
transmettre ou éteindre des obligations.
Earlier (1804): “Le contrat est une convention par
laquelle une ou plusieurs personnes s'obligent,
envers une ou plusieurs autres, à donner, à faire ou à
ne pas faire quelque chose.“

Notion of contract (3): Russia
Civil Code of the Russian Federation (Part 1,
1994)
Article 420. The Concept of the Contract
1. The contract shall be recognized as an agreement,
concluded by two or by several persons on the
institution, modification or termination of civil rights and
duties.

Which similarities can be found e.g. with French
law?

Notion of contract (4): USA
Restatement (2nd) on Contracts (1981)
§1. CONTRACT DEFINED
A contract is a promise or a set of promises for the breach of which the law
gives a remedy, or the performance of which the law in some way recognizes
as a duty.
§2. PROMISE; PROMISOR; PROMISEE...
(1) A promise is a manifestation of intention to act or refrain from acting in a
specified way, so made as to justify a promisee in understanding that a
commitment has been made.
(2) The person manifesting the intention is the promisor.
(3) The person to whom the manifestation is addressed is the promisee....

Comments
b. Manifestation of intention.... The phrase "manifestation of intention" adopts an
external or objective standard for interpreting conduct; it means the external
expression of intention as distinguished from undisclosed intention. A promisor
manifests an intention if he believes or has reason to believe that the promisee will
infer that intention from his words or conduct.

Notion of contract (5): China
Chinese General Principles of Civil Law (1986)
CHAPTER IV Civil Juristic Acts and Agency
Section I Civil Juristic Acts
Article 54 A civil juristic act shall be the lawful act of a citizen or legal person to
establish, change or terminate civil rights and obligations.

Chinese Contract Law (1999)
Article 2 A contract in this Law refers to an agreement establishing, modifying
and terminating the civil rights and obligations between subjects of equal
footing, that is, between natural persons, legal persons or other
organizations.
Agreements involving personal status relationship such as on matrimony,
adoption, guardianship, etc. shall be governed by the provisions of other Laws.

Which similarities with German and French law? Which
peculiar elements? How can these be explained?

Notion of contract – a comparison
Existence of official legal definition
• No: Germany, Switzerland, UK
• Yes: France, Russia, USA

Basic structure
• Offer and acceptance generally used
• Applicability only in law of obligations?
• Based on „legal transactions“: Germany,
Switzerland, France, China (Civil Law approach).
• Based on „promises“: USA (Common Law approach)
Legislative definition of limits: no in these legal
systems

